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Abstract

OFFICER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SERVICE IN MULTINATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS by MAJOR Christopher J. Wehri, U.S. Army, 45 pages.

The United States is a founding member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and has considered the Alliance an integral component of U.S. defense strategy for over sixty years. At the height of the Cold War, a third of the entire U.S. Army postured in Germany in support of NATO and the defense of Europe. Additionally, before the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. Army officers routinely spent large portions of their careers in Europe training and serving with Alliance partners. The U.S. Army’s officer professional development model reinforced this culture by focusing officer education on coalition and alliance operations, as well as providing officers with numerous overseas assignments. This methodology suffered when Europe’s existential threat disappeared and U.S. focus shifted to the defeat of terrorism, but is making a significant resurgence because of ongoing overseas contingency operations. Senior leaders have realized that in a resource constrained environment, unilateral operations are less likely, and that military officers must possess the skills necessary to work and serve in complex multinational organizations. This monograph asserts that an officer professional development model that emphasizes postgraduate education and broadening assignments best prepares officers for service in multinational organizations.

Beginning with a comprehensive literature review, this monograph examines existing work to show that it primarily focuses on officer development for service in the U.S. joint arena or for service as strategic leaders and not so much for service in multinational organizations. A brief synopsis of the history of officer professional development, beginning with the developments that occurred following the Spanish American War and concluding with the official Army boards that followed World War II, establishes the ever-changing environment that is U.S. officer development. This is an important section because it establishes a baseline understanding of officer development in the twentieth century, and provides background perspective concerning the careers of the officers discussed in the case studies that follow.

The Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) is the senior U.S. military officer serving in NATO and represents what multinational service should ideally resemble. To provide the evidence needed to support the monograph’s thesis, the careers of several successful officers were examined. The data generated by specifically considering how the variables of education, developmental assignments, executive level assignments, and relationships developed them for multinational service, enabled a subjective assessment of their careers and the elements that shaped them. Lastly, a comparison of the officers made it possible to make recommendations as to which variables best prepared officers for service as SACEUR, and therefore for service in a multinational organization. The conclusion provides a brief assessment of the U.S. Army’s professional development methodology for the twenty-first century with recommendations for how to improve it so that future generations of officers are best prepared for service in multinational organizations.
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Introduction

Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta stated during the October 2011 North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Defense Minister’s meeting, that the U.S. will no longer be able to make up for the significant shortfalls that have plagued NATO’s operations in Libya and Afghanistan and that the Alliance must work together or risk losing the ability to take on such missions in the future. He concluded by stating that with the Pentagon facing $450 billion in budget cuts over the next 10 years, allies cannot assume that the U.S. will be able to continue covering NATO’s shortcomings.¹

Secretary Panetta’s remarks allude to the idea that in the future, U.S. military officers will spend more time working unilaterally than in or with multinational organizations. However, this is problematic because recent operations in Libya, Iraq, and Afghanistan are not anomalies; they are instead, representative of the types of operations the U.S. will conduct in the future. Therefore, the U.S. must embrace a future that seeks out partnerships and avoids unilateral action, instead of withdrawing from existing alliances. The U.S. currently fills many of the billets within NATO, to include the most senior military position, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR); however, with budget cuts looming, how well the U.S. will fill its NATO billets in the future is in question.

Acknowledging that not every officer can serve in NATO during their formative years, the Army must include in its officer development model the means for officers to develop the skills required to work with and lead multinational forces successfully. To address this concern, this monograph examines the careers of several officers that have served as SACEUR and asks the research question, what elements of a career prepare an officer for service as SACEUR? The analysis of seven officers, which served as SACEUR, identified similar areas of their careers that prepared them for multinational service, supporting the assertion that an officer professional development model that emphasizes postgraduate education and broadening assignments best prepares officers for service in multinational organizations.

Literature Review

An unequal amount of literature exists regarding the development of officers for service in the joint arena or as strategic leaders and little exists regarding service in multinational organizations. This reinforces the position that the current officer professional development model does not prepare officers for service in a diverse, multicultural, and multinational environment, but rather for service in U.S. centric organizations. It is not surprising that most literature centers on the joint arena when the population of officers and other military personnel dealing with joint matters continues to increase rapidly. Where joint duty used to be the preserve of senior active duty officers, it increasingly includes officers at the O-4 and O-3 levels. This is especially true in the headquarters of joint task forces and other joint headquarters below the Combatant Command level.\(^2\) The U.S. military has embraced the joint fight and states that every officer must understand joint considerations and that joint competence must become an inherent, embedded part of service professionalism.\(^3\) This methodology is not flawed, but rather incomplete because it does not implicitly say that officers must also excel at working with civilians and multinational partners.

In his essay, “Professional Military Education: Its Historical Development and Future Challenges,” Edwin Arnold establishes that the aborted hostage rescue attempt known as Desert I and the invasion of Grenada stimulated an ever-increasing demand for greater jointness in U.S. service operations and education. He also highlights that the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986 established some specific rules for the education and service of military officers in the joint arena.\(^4\) However, Arnold also points out that although the Army professional education system has developed into a comprehensive system for preparing officers for the profession of arms in the joint arena, it must continue to change to reflect the changing nature of war and society. Noting that the challenge for the system is to identify and implement


\(^3\) Ibid., ES–7.

necessary changes before the system’s shortcomings manifest into battlefield failure.\textsuperscript{5} Arnold’s insights are useful because they reinforce the position that the current officer professional development model has not changed to incorporate multinational issues.

In a less optimistic tone, James Carafano states in his essay “Rethinking Professional Military Education” that military schools have changed only modestly since the end of the Cold War. He discusses how the preparation needed to fight a known enemy required certain skills and knowledge, and professional education focused on those narrow areas. He also states that officer professional development schools continue to train and promote leaders with skills and attributes to meet the needs of the twentieth century, but not future challenges. His position, like Arnold’s, highlights the strengths of the U.S. system concerning developing officers for service in the U.S. centric environment, but more importantly, he also highlights the critical shortcoming that exists regarding the development of officers for service in the complex multinational operations of the future.\textsuperscript{6}

In his essay, “Preparing Potential Senior Army Leaders for the Future,” David Johnson asks the question, how well is the Army preparing its senior leaders for a future with unbounded dimensions and the complexities of full spectrum operations executed in a joint or coalition context? Although he introduces the idea of officers needing to work within a coalition, he fails to develop the idea further. This is disappointing because he examines the Army’s recent experiences in Somalia, Bosnia, and Kosovo to identify areas in which Army leaders were not fully prepared with respect to doctrine, training, and experience. The case studies he utilizes are ideal for discussing multinational operations, but he only focuses on U.S. centric activities. On the surface, it appears as if he considers the need for multinational operations in officer education and assignments, but fails to capitalize on the opportunity and ultimately

\textsuperscript{5} Ibid., 33.

concludes that the Army should provide greater emphasis to joint operational experience and modify officer education to enhance joint and full spectrum operational competencies.  

Cecil Lewis presents another perspective on officer professional development in his paper, “Army Officer Professional Military Education System Reform to Produce Leader Competency for the Future.” He presents the idea that the future strategic environment will likely provide more challenges than at any time in American history and that to prepare leaders for this environment the Army must provide a professional development model that prepares them to assume the duties that require senior leader competencies. Lewis states that 15 to 20 years of military experience at the tactical and operational level do not provide the requisite skills for Army officers to perform at the strategic level of war and that the single most important leader competency that contributes to an officer’s ability to perform at the strategic level is intellectual sophistication. He further explains that the Army does not provide junior officers with the opportunity to explore and study domains that will facilitate strategic thought or with career experiences that expedite strategic level jobs and internships. In support of his position, he identifies a plethora of opportunities that exist within the U.S. government and higher education system, but fails to consider the need for leaders to gain exposure to multinational organizations. Lewis provides important perspectives that can help contemporary officer development models, and is only shortsighted in his omission of the requirement for officers to possess the ability to work within multinational organizations.

In his monograph, “Strategic Leader Development for a 21st Century,” James Hardaway does an excellent job identifying the need for contemporary officers to be able to comfortably interact with diverse populations and embrace complexity. Hardaway is one of the few that has addressed the concept of contemporary officers needing to know how to serve with personnel that originate from outside the U.S. system. He highlights that the current officer professional development model pushes the most

---

complex topics to the final stages of an officer’s educational career, and as a result, few officers get a chance to expand their intellectual boundaries through critical and creative thinking prior to their field grade experience. Doing business this way denies the opportunity for junior level officers to develop the requisite skills needed to excel in the strategic arena. As expected, Hardaway concludes that the current officer professional development model must change to reflect the complexities of the contemporary operating environment and that change must occur in the culture and career progression of young leaders preparing for twenty-first century warfare. Hardaway framed the problem of contemporary officer professional education well, but did not discuss the multinational work environment fully.

In his book *Organizational Culture and Leadership*, Edgar Schein argues that NATO assignments are challenging for U.S. officers because they lack a basic understanding of its organizational culture and fail to learn over time how to see the world through its cultural lens. His position being that if officers understand the dynamics of culture, they will be less likely to be puzzled, irritated, and anxious when they encounter the unfamiliar and seemingly irrational behavior of people and organizations. Furthermore, that once officers learn to see the world through cultural lenses, all kinds of things begin to make sense that were initially mysterious, frustrating, or seemingly stupid. Schein’s work reinforces what myriad authors have written concerning contemporary officer professional development and clarifies why it is imperative that the Army, as an institution, embraces existing academic research. The work highlighted throughout this literature review is a sampling of the broader collection of work centered on officer professional development and collectively reinforces the reality that the Army must change its way of thinking about officer professional development if it is to meet the challenges of the twenty-first century.

---

11 Ibid., 87.
12 Ibid., 56.
Research Methodology

This monograph uses qualitative historical analysis to build understanding of how the U.S. Army can prepare officers for service in multinational organizations. The preceding literature review showed how existing literature focuses on the development of officers for service in the joint arena or for service as strategic leaders and not so much regarding service in multinational organizations. The purpose for the literature review was not to expose the existing work as analysis built upon weak foundations, but to show that analysis focused on multinational service is less prolific.

A brief history of officer professional development, beginning with the developments that occurred following the Spanish American War and concluding with the official Army boards that occurred after World War II, highlights how changes to officer development influenced the professional development environment over time and subsequently career progression of generations of officers. This is an important section because it establishes a baseline understanding of officer development in the twentieth century, and provides background perspective concerning the careers of the officers discussed in the case study section of this monograph.

SACEUR is the senior U.S. military officer serving in NATO and represents what multinational service ideally resembles. A careful examination of the careers of seven of the deceased officers that have served as SACEUR, specifically with regard to the variables of education, developmental assignments, executive level assignments, and relationships, provided the data needed to identify what developed these officers for service as SACEUR. Tabulation of this data generated a clear picture of how their careers progressed, what they experienced, and which education model they endured. Analysis of the case study data also uncovered trends that provide the answers to the research question and support the monograph’s thesis.

Lastly, a comparison of the careers of these officers made it possible to assess the officer professional development models that have existed over the past sixty years and make recommendations as to which components best prepared officers for service as SACEUR, and therefore for service in a
multinational organization. The conclusion provides a brief assessment of the U.S. Army’s professional development methodology for the twenty-first century with recommendations for how to improve it so that future generations of officers are best prepared for service in NATO and other multinational organizations.

**History of Professional Education for Officers**

What officers learn in institutional schools derives from an approved curriculum that aligns with an understanding of the security environment. This section summarizes the essential changes to the officer professional education environment during the twentieth century and highlights how these changes influenced the officer corps. It was logical to focus on officer education before and after World War II because the Command and General Staff and War Colleges closed during the war. The essential difference between the two periods is that before the war, officers did not attend the Command and General Staff College until close to their twentieth year of service, but after the war, this changed to around the ten-year mark. Additionally, before the war, officers attended the War College within a couple of years of their graduation from the Command and General Staff College, but after the war, this changed to around ten years after their graduation from Leavenworth.

**Pre World War II Officer Education Environment**

The Army has always trained its officers, but initial efforts were sporadic, decentralized, and inconsistent regarding content.\(^{13}\) Having recognized the importance of combined-arms operations during the Civil War, the Army’s leadership began establishing schools that trained and educated officers of different branches together. In 1891, the Army directed each post to establish and maintain lyceums in which all line officers were required to participate by preparing papers on professional topics and

\(^{13}\) A Review of the Army School System, prepared by the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G3, Department of the Army (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, 25 August 1954), 2.
delivering them at regularly scheduled meetings. As before the Civil War, attendance at these schools was not mandatory for advancement and there was little continuity among the various curricula.

Because of the less than impressive performance of officers at the higher echelons during the Spanish-American War, Secretary of War Elihu Root enacted a series of reforms in 1901 designed to correct the deficiencies in senior officer education that had become apparent during the war. This included the establishment of the War College and the General Service and Staff College. Root also directed the development of a plan of continuing education for officers at all levels of the Army, beginning with the establishment of a school at each garrison that provided instruction in administrative and drill regulations, weapons, tactics, law, field engineering, and care of horses. These garrison schools were a milestone, as they represented the Army’s first systematic effort to provide officers with postgraduate education, and they remained part of the Army’s officer education system until World War I. Thus, the Root reforms provided the impetus for the emergence of a more systematic method of educating officers in the twentieth century.

The Army had made progress in the training and education of its officers prior to World War I, and those efforts were evident on the battlefield. As a result, the curricula at the Command and General Staff and War Colleges during the interwar period focused on operational concepts such as phased operations, centers of gravity, and lines of operation. Additionally, both schools focused on the structure of large theaters of operations, logistics, intelligence, joint operations, and combined warfare.

The officers that attended the Command and General Staff and War Colleges during the interwar period benefited from the curriculum built upon the lessons captured from World War I and the Army’s

---


overall requirement to defend the Philippines and fight a potential war in the Pacific against the Japanese. At the end of the interwar period, officers educated in this era saw the American way of war as expeditionary oriented by using the joint force, dependent on mass, and backed by an expertise in logistics. Ultimately, this system trained and educated all officers until the mobilization immediately prior to World War II and drew heavily from the theories of Carl von Clausewitz and Antoine Jomini.

**Post World War II Officer Education Environment**

Because of its experiences in World War II, the Army convened a series of boards and conducted a number of studies to examine the training and education of officers. The majority of the Army’s significant decisions regarding its officer education system appeared in the findings and recommendations of those boards and studies, and the resulting decisions had lasting impacts on the development of the Army’s system of schools and officer education over the next 65 years.

In 1946, Lieutenant General Leonard T. Gerow presided over the War Department Military Education Board, also known as the Gerow Board. The Gerow Board’s task was to recommend what the postwar officer educational system should become. The Gerow Board stated that education when coupled with actual duty in command and staff positions should insure the development of officers capable of efficient leadership in the preparation for war, the prosecution of war, and the execution of responsibilities of the Armed Forces after cessation of hostilities. The board recommended three radical recommendations regarding the military’s institutional schools.

---

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid., 89–90.
21 Ibid., 5–6.
23 Gerow Board Report, 5.
The first recommendation called for the Army War College to remain closed and for its mission to transfer to a newly created National Security University.\textsuperscript{24} The board’s purpose for recommending the creation of the National Security University was to eliminate service centric senior leader schools and introduce a joint school system that could capitalize on the lessons learned from the war.\textsuperscript{25} The second recommendation called for the closure of the Army and Navy Staff Colleges and the creation of a new Armed Forces College. The recommended mission for the Armed Forces College was to provide officers with instructions on how to insure the efficient establishment and direction of major theaters of war, to include the most effective means through which to employ strategic, operational, and tactical forces assigned to a theater of operations.\textsuperscript{26} The last recommendation called for the authorization to increase attendance at civilian educational institutions and to permit full use of these schools in the educational system of the military.\textsuperscript{27} The board found that there were only a handful of officers attending civilian institutions and that by increasing attendance at civilian institutions the relationship and linkages to civilian society would remain strong. Ultimately, the board was consistent in its recommendations and attempted to introduce a joint flavoring throughout the officer education system.

In 1949, the U.S. Army followed the War Department Military Education Board with an Army specific review board, led by Lieutenant General Manton S. Eddy. The board’s work resolved itself into examining gaps or overlaps in the present system with particular attention to the adequacy of the scopes, missions, and curricula of the various schools to meet current and future educational requirements of the Army officer.\textsuperscript{28} The Eddy Board recommended significant changes to the curriculum and structure of the Command and General Staff College. Of note, the board recommended that attendance should be selective and that the course should last approximately ten months and that, its curriculum should include

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{24} Ibid., 27.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Ibid., 37.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Ibid., 88.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Report of the Department of the Army Board on Educational System for Officers (Fort Leavenworth, KS: U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, 1949).
\end{itemize}
instruction on the duties of the commander and general staff of the division, corps, and army levels. The Eddy Board also made recommendations regarding the subjects taught in officer schools. Specifically, emphasis on adding the fields of business management, atomic energy, and future aspects of warfare displayed the progressive tendencies of the establishment following the war. Lastly, the Eddy Board, like the Gerow Board, placed greater emphasis on the joint aspects of all military operations, with due caution that courses currently given at the new joint schools were not unduly paralleled or overlapped.

The Williams Board, led by Lieutenant General Edward T. Williams, proved to be the most comprehensive look at the Army’s school system ever conducted. The purpose of the Williams Board was to determine whether the existing system of education and training for Army officers from the time of commissioning to the completion of senior service college was adequate. While the board determined that the Army’s existing school system was generally adequate to meet the needs of the Army from 1958 to 1970, it believed the system could be adjusted and refined. The board felt that the existing system had an improper balance between education and training and concluded that the Army school system should initially emphasize the training of the branch specialist for immediate duty and then progressively broaden each field until emphasis on educating the generalist for extended federal service occurred.

The most significant aspect of the Williams Board was its overarching methodology for officer education. Its stated position was that “once an officer has a firm knowledge of the fundamentals, projection into situations designed to develop his reasoning powers, tactical and strategic judgment, and intellectual capability is absolutely necessary.” Ultimately, the board advocated developing officers that

29 Ibid., 8.
30 Ibid.
34 Williams Board Report, 104-5.
35 Ibid., 46.
could apply their knowledge to the complex situations likely in the future and demonstrate intelligence, versatility, imagination, and initiative in their solutions. The departure from the traditional approaches to officer education caused some contention, but quickly dissipated based upon the reality of the Cold War.36

The Williams Board also recommended significant changes to the Army’s advanced civilian schooling programs. It reemphasized the need for advanced civil schooling to supplement and complement the professional education already available in the Army service school system. The board’s overarching philosophy was to expand the nucleus of qualified officers educated to command, control, and coordinate the Army’s progressive exploitation of the physical and social sciences.37 Additionally, the board recognized an immediate need for officer specialists in geographic, ethnic, and cultural areas of the world where the U.S. foresaw continuing or future interest.38 Ultimately, the board pushed for an overall change to the Army’s culture by urging leaders to usher in an era of officer education focused on developing officers capable of recognizing and coping with the political, economic, administrative, scientific, and social problems of their future duties. Including, strong recommendations for increased language training for the increasing number of officer positions within foreign governments and Allied staffs.39

**Case Studies**

**General Dwight D. Eisenhower**

Dwight David Eisenhower was born in 1890 in Denison, Texas, but his family returned to their native home in Abilene, Kansas, shortly after his birth. He graduated from Abilene High School in 1909 and worked at a creamery for two years. Not content with his job, a friend urged him to apply to the Naval Academy and though Eisenhower passed the entrance exam, he was beyond the age of eligibility

---

36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., 54.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid., 55.
for admission. Impressed with his score on the Naval Academy entrance exam, Kansas Senator Joseph L. Bristow recommended Eisenhower for an appointment to West Point. Eisenhower graduated in the upper half of the class of 1915 and was branched Infantry.\footnote{R. Alton Lee, \textit{Dwight D. Eisenhower: Soldier and Statesman} (Chicago, IL: Nelson-Hall Publishers Inc., 1981), 7–26.}

After graduation, Eisenhower received orders sending him to the 19\textsuperscript{th} Infantry Regiment in San Antonio, Texas, and then to the 57\textsuperscript{th} Infantry Regiment, where he assumed duties as the regimental supply officer.\footnote{Ibid., 43.} In 1917, he became a Captain and received orders sending him to Georgia, to instruct officer candidates. Not long after his arrival in Georgia, he received orders transferring him to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to instruct provisional officers.\footnote{Ibid., 44.}

After multiple assignments training men for service in Europe, he received further orders sending him to Fort Meade, Maryland, to help organize and train the 301\textsuperscript{st} Tank Battalion. Eisenhower became one of the top leaders of the new tank corps, rose to temporary rank of Lieutenant Colonel, and in early 1918, persuaded his commander to let him take the next contingent of troops trained overseas. However, the war ended shortly thereafter, and Eisenhower never saw combat in Europe.\footnote{R. Alton Lee, \textit{Dwight D. Eisenhower: Soldier and Statesman}, 44–5.} He was just too good at training men!\footnote{Alden Hatch, \textit{General Ike} (Chicago, IL: Consolidated Books, 1944), 61.} This statement represents the collective feelings of Eisenhower’s superiors during World War I and explains why he never deployed to the war.

After the war, Eisenhower attained the permanent rank of major and assumed command of a tank unit at Camp Meade, Maryland. While there, he met George S. Patton, Jr. and his interest in tank warfare grew from the many conversations the two shared. Both were convinced the tank would play a prominent role in future warfare and explored their theories rigorously.\footnote{Ibid., 47–8.}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[41] Ibid., 43.
\item[42] Ibid., 44.
\item[45] Ibid., 47–8.
\end{footnotes}
Impressed with Eisenhower’s tank theories, General Fox Conner brought him to the Panama Canal Zone. Under Conner’s tutelage, he studied military history and theory, including the work of Carl von Clausewitz, and later cited Conner’s enormous influence on his thinking. In 1925, he attended the Command and General Staff College where he graduated first in a class.46

During the late 1920s and early 1930s Eisenhower’s career in the peacetime army stagnated; however, he remained in the service and received orders assigning him to the American Battle Monuments Commission, directed by General John J. Pershing. The relationship he developed with Pershing would aid him for the remainder of his career. He attended the Army War College in 1928 and then served as executive officer to General George V. Mosely, Assistant Secretary of War, from 1929–1933. He then served as chief military aide to General MacArthur, the Chief of Staff of the Army. In 1935, he accompanied MacArthur to the Philippines, where he served as assistant military adviser to the Philippine government. Eisenhower had strong philosophical disagreements with MacArthur, but difficult as his time with MacArthur was, this assignment provided him valuable preparation for how to handle challenging personalities.47

He returned to the U.S. in 1939 and held a series of staff positions in Washington, California, and Texas. In 1941, he assumed duties as chief of staff to General Walter Krueger, the commander of the Third Army. Later that year after the success of the Louisiana Maneuvers, Eisenhower earned his first star and although his administrative abilities were well known, he had never commanded above the battalion level, and was therefore not in serious contention for consideration as a potential field commander. However, one week after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor he received orders to report to Washington. He was now on the road that would lead to Berlin four years later.48

On the Army Staff, he was in charge of planning the defense of the Pacific because of his experiences in the Philippines. Marshall recognizing Eisenhower’s potential, appointed him as Assistant

46 Ibid., 52.
47 Ibid., 55–64.
48 Ibid., 66.
Chief of Staff and placed him in charge of the new Operations Division. At the end of May 1942, Marshall sent Eisenhower to London to assess the effectiveness of the European theater commander, Major General James E. Chaney. Eisenhower returned to Washington with a pessimistic assessment, stating that he had an uneasy feeling about Chaney and his staff. On June 23, Eisenhower returned to London as the Commanding General, European Theater of Operations, and replaced Chaney. Marshall jumped Eisenhower ahead of 365 other officers that were more senior because of his trust in him based upon their personal relationship.49

In November 1942, he assumed the additional responsibility as Supreme Commander Allied Forces of the North African Theater of Operations, and in February 1943, his authority grew again when he assumed command responsibility of all Allied forces across the Mediterranean basin to include the British Eighth Army, commanded by General Montgomery.50 Eisenhower gained his fourth star and after the capitulation of Axis forces in North Africa, he oversaw the invasion of Sicily and the invasion of the Italian mainland.51 In December 1943, President Roosevelt decided that Eisenhower would be Supreme Allied Commander in Europe for the pending invasion of Western Europe.52

Eisenhower dealt skillfully with difficult subordinates such as Patton, and allies such as Winston Churchill, Montgomery, and Charles de Gaulle. He had fundamental disagreements with Churchill and Montgomery over questions of strategy, but these rarely upset his relationships with them. He negotiated with Soviet Marshal Zhukov, and such was the confidence that President Roosevelt had in him, he sometimes worked directly with Stalin, much to the discomfort of the British High Command.53

In November 1945 following the surrender of Nazi Germany, Eisenhower returned to Washington to replace Marshall as Chief of Staff of the Army. As East-West tensions escalated,

49 Ibid., 72–3.
51 Ibid., 248.
52 Ibid., 273.
Eisenhower was strongly convinced that the Soviet Union did not want war and that friendly relations were possible. In formulating policies regarding the atomic bomb as well as toward the Soviets, President Truman listened to the State Department and ignored Eisenhower’s advice. Eisenhower retired shortly thereafter and entered civilian life.  

In 1948, he became President of Columbia University. During that year, Eisenhower published his memoir, *Crusade in Europe*, which critics praised as one of the finest U.S. military memoirs ever written. Biographer Blanche Weisen Cook suggests that this period served as the political education of General Eisenhower, as he had to prioritize wide-ranging educational, administrative, and financial demands for the university. Through his involvement in the Council on Foreign Relations, he also gained exposure to economic analysis, which would become the bedrock of his understanding in economic policy.

In December 1950, at the request of European allies, President Truman recalled Eisenhower to active duty to become the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe, where he directed the buildup of military forces for the newly established NATO. Eisenhower believed that his NATO command was unique because it was the first time that a multinational army existed to preserve the peace and not to wage war. Eisenhower retired from active military service again on May 31, 1952, and resumed duties as President of Columbia University.

The central fact about Dwight Eisenhower is that he accepted the responsibility for making pivotal decisions at critical points in history. The most dramatic of those decisions, and the ones for which he had consciously prepared himself throughout a long military career, produced the Allied victory in Europe. Less spectacularly, but just as resolutely, Eisenhower dedicated himself to the cause of peace and sought the national good as he conceived it during eight years in the White House. He won the trust and
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confidence of the common man, both in the U.S. and abroad, and personified the goodwill and altruism of American policy in his era.  

**General Matthew B. Ridgway**

Matthew Bunker Ridgway was born March 3, 1895, in Fort Monroe, Virginia, to a military family. He later remarked that his earliest memories were of guns and marching men, of rising to the sound of reveille, and lying down to sleep at night while the sweet, sad notes of taps brought the day officially to an end. He graduated in 1912 from Boston English High School and applied to West Point. Ridgway failed the entrance exam the first time due to his inexperience with mathematics, but after intensive study, he succeeded the second time. He graduated in 1917 and commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Infantry.

After graduation, Ridgway began the long, slow climb through the ranks. His first assignment was on the Mexican Border with the Third Infantry Regiment. In September 1918, he received orders sending him back to West Point as a Spanish language instructor. Ridgway threw himself into the study of language until he was completely fluent. His language skills helped his career significantly, as he would become the Army’s leading expert on Latin American affairs in the years to come.

In 1924, Ridgway attended the company grade officer’s course at the Infantry School. After graduation, he received orders sending him to the Fifteenth Infantry Regiment in Tientsin, China. This was the finest foreign assignment for a young infantry officer and Ridgway would have the phenomenal luck to serve under George Marshall. From China, Ridgway commanded an infantry company at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, under General Frank McCoy. Impressed with Ridgway, McCoy invited him to accompany him on a military-diplomatic mission to Nicaragua to help supervise the country’s election
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process. Ridgway became secretary of the Nicaraguan Election Commission and gained considerable expertise in the delicate diplomatic task of working with another nation, within their borders, and carrying out free elections.62

In 1930, Ridgway attended the advanced course at the Infantry School under the direction of his old boss Marshall. Ridgway graduated first in his class and Marshall asked him to stay on as an instructor. Ridgway escaped instructor duty and assumed duties in Panama, after an uneventful fifteen months, he left for the Philippines as a military advisor to the Governor-General, Theodore Roosevelt Jr. Through the influence of Roosevelt and McCoy, he obtained a coveted two-year appointment to the Command and General Staff College. Ridgway graduated in 1935 and after a brief assignment in McCoy’s Second Army, attended the War College.63

In September 1939, shortly after the outbreak of World War II, Marshall, who was now the Chief of Staff of the Army, assigned Ridgway to the War Plans Division of the Army staff. Ridgway served there until January 1942, at which time he became a brigadier general and received orders from Marshall that he would be the Assistant Division Commander to Omar Bradley, who would be reactivating the 82nd Infantry Division.64 Later in 1942, Ridgway became a major general and assumed command of the 82nd Airborne Division from Bradley.

The 82nd, having already established a combat record in World War I, had earlier been chosen to become one of the army’s five new airborne divisions.65 Ridgway planned the airborne invasion of Sicily and commanded the 82nd in combat there. In 1944, he helped plan the airborne operations of Operation Overlord, jumped with his troops, and fought for 33 days in advancing to Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte. In September 1944, Ridgway assumed command of the XVIII Airborne Corps and conducted Operation Market Garden. The XVIII Airborne Corps also helped stop German troops during the Battle of the
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Bulge. In June 1945, he became a lieutenant general and was on a plane headed for a new assignment in the Pacific theater, under General MacArthur, with whom he had served whilst, a captain at West Point.66

Ridgway commanded Luzon for some time in 1945 before returning to Europe to assume the position of Deputy Supreme Allied Commander, Mediterranean Forces. From 1946 to 1948, he served as the U.S. Army representative on the military staff committee of the United Nations. In 1948, he took charge of the Caribbean Command, which controlled U.S. forces in the Caribbean, and in 1949 assumed the position of Deputy Chief of Staff for Administration under then Army Chief of Staff General Lawton Collins.67

Ridgway’s most important command assignment occurred in 1950, upon the death of Lieutenant General Walton Walker. After landing in Tokyo on Christmas Day 1950 to discuss the operational situation in Korea with MacArthur, his old boss, the latter assured his new commander that the actions of the Eighth Army were his to conduct as he saw fit.68 This was a privilege that his predecessor, Walker, did not have. When MacArthur was relieved of command by President Truman, Ridgway became a full general and assumed command of all forces in Korea. Ridgway also assumed the role of military governor of Japan. During his tenure, Ridgway oversaw the restoration of Japan’s independence and sovereignty on April 28, 1952.69

In May 1952, Ridgway replaced General Eisenhower as the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe for the fledgling NATO. While in that position Ridgway made progress in developing a coordinated command structure, oversaw an expansion of forces and facilities, and improved training and standardization.70

On August 17, 1953, Ridgway replaced General Lawton Collins as the Chief of Staff of the Army. A source of tension between Ridgway and Eisenhower was Ridgway’s belief that air power and
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nuclear bombs did not reduce the need for powerful, mobile ground forces to seize land and control populations. Ridgway was concerned that Eisenhower’s proposal to reduce the size of the Army would leave it unable to counter the growing Soviet military threat. Disagreements with the administration mainly regarding the administration’s downgrading of the army in favor of the navy prevented him from gaining a second term appointment and Ridgway retired from the Army on June 30, 1955.71

During his career, Ridgway earned the respect of subordinates, peers, and superiors. General Bradley described Ridgway’s work turning the tide of the Korean War as the greatest feat of personal leadership in the history of the Army.72 Ridgway died at his suburban Pittsburgh home in July 1993. At his graveside, then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Colin Powell said, “No soldier ever performed his duty better than this man. No soldier ever upheld his honor better than this man. No soldier ever loved his country more than this man. Every American soldier owes a debt to this great man.”73

**General Alfred M. Gruenther**

Alfred Maximilian Gruenther was born in 1899 in Platte Center, Nebraska. He entered West Point in June 1917 and graduated in June 1919 as an artillery officer.74 In 1920, he arrived to Fort Knox, where he taught military history, courtesy, hygiene, bookkeeping, and mess management. In 1927, he returned to West Point as an instructor in chemistry and electricity, the two areas he excelled at when he was a student years earlier.75 Ultimately, he served as an instructor at Fort Knox or West Point for his first eighteen years of service, spending sixteen of those years as a Lieutenant.76

Finally, in 1937 he attended and graduated from the Command and General Staff College and then two years later from the War College, followed by his first and only field command, a field artillery
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battalion at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. He participated in the Louisiana Maneuvers as deputy chief of staff to Eisenhower. In mid-1942, when Eisenhower went to England to command all American forces there, Gruenther followed as his chief of staff. On his first day of duty, Eisenhower assigned him the task of chief planning officer for the invasion of North Africa. After the North African campaign, Gruenther became chief of staff to General Mark Clark, commander of the Fifth Army, which carried out the invasion of Italy.77

When Clark subsequently became the commander of the Fifteenth Army Group, Gruenther remained as his chief of staff for the remainder of the war. This command combined the forces of Americans, British, French, Poles, New Zealanders, Italians, and other nationalities. Gruenther gained a reputation as a staff officer with an unlimited capacity for detail, but at the same time one who never lost his overall perspective. He was a well-known and highly respected military figure in Europe because of his ability to manage the complexities of a coalition.78

After a brief tour as deputy commandant of the newly established National War College, he served as director of the Joint Staff and then the Army’s deputy chief of plans. When Eisenhower assumed duties as the first SACEUR, he immediately tapped Gruenther as his chief of staff. He served as the chief of staff for both Eisenhower and Ridgway. He had actually been Eisenhower’s choice as his successor, but the President and European leaders agreed upon Ridgway because of his wartime command experience and international recognition.79

When appointed SACEUR, Gruenther was the youngest four-star general in the Army and known as an officer who could assimilate and organize masses of information and convert it into clear operational plans. His nomination to SACEUR and promotion to full general were truly a distinction, as
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he had never held a major command in his career, having only served as a chief of staff or deputy to other famous commanders.80

As SACEUR, Gruenther had to preside over the sharp reappraisal and consequent rearrangement of Eisenhower’s initial priorities concerning both the duration of the American buildup of forces in Europe and the nature of arms needed to block a Soviet invasion.81 Therefore, Gruenther, out of necessity, had to plead with European Allies to increase their spending for conventional forces, extending their conscription periods, upgrading their reserves, and reequipping and resupplying their existing forces.82 Gruenther championed the policy of the sword and the shield, where U.S. nuclear weapons represented the sword, and conventional forces in Europe represented the shield.83

Gruenther’s other achievements as SACEUR included a new approach to planning based upon his experiences in World War II, massive improvements to infrastructure planning and programming for NATO facilities, the initiation of a coordinated air defense system in Europe, and the introduction of improved communications systems throughout the Alliance’s command and control network. Gruenther retired unexpectedly in 1956. He stated in his resignation letter that he believed that three years was the maximum time for one individual to hold the position if the organization was to continue to thrive under the impulse of new and imaginative ideas.84 Immediately following his retirement, he became the President of the American Red Cross and occupied his prestigious post in Washington D.C. just a few blocks away from his old friend, Eisenhower.

**General Lyman Lemnitzer**

Lyman Lemnitzer was born in 1899 in Honesdale, Pennsylvania. He graduated from West Point in 1920. His next twenty years almost mirrored Alfred Gruenther’s: commissioned artillery, slow
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advancement, punctuated by service as an instructor at West Point and the Coast Artillery School. Then in 1936 and 1940, he attended the Command and General Staff and War Colleges, respectively.

World War II provided an opportunity for him to utilize his talents as an organizer and administrator. Eisenhower recognized his special abilities in handling staff issues and serving as mediator in dealing with conflicting interests in an army of allies. Lemnitzer was the preeminent staff officer and served Eisenhower with distinction in London and in Algiers. Next, he served as deputy chief of staff to General Mark Clark and to Field Marshall Sir Harold Alexander in Italy. He also served as the commander of an antiaircraft brigade in 1943 during the Tunisian campaign, but he made his mark as a planner and organizer, not as a field general.

To advance to the highest ranks Lemnitzer needed the credentials of leadership and so he fought for a coveted command billet in Korea. He commanded the Eleventh Airborne Division and the Seventh Infantry Division during the Korean War. He was then commander of the Eighth Army in Japan and Korea in 1955. His last post in Asia was commander in chief of the Far Eastern Command from 1955 to 1957. He returned to Washington in 1957 and served as the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, Chief of Staff of the Army, and finally Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

When President Kennedy looked for a successor to General Norstad, Lemnitzer was the logical choice as he was already part of the administration and agreed with their nuclear policies. Lemnitzer assumed duties as SACEUR in 1963 and served in that position until 1969. During his time as SACEUR, he helped implement the new doctrine of flexible response, which intended to reduce NATO’s dependence on nuclear weapons by increasing the deterrent power of conventional forces. His greatest achievement was his endeavor to keep NATO’s military organization intact when Charles de Gaulle withdrew French forces from the military command structure in 1966. France’s withdrawal had the
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potential to destroy the Alliance, but Lemnitzer’s capacity to mediate and balance issues saved NATO. In retirement, he was a tireless advocate for NATO and lectured globally on the NATO Alliance.\(^8^8\)

**General Andrew J. Goodpaster**

Andrew Jackson Goodpaster was born on February 12, 1915, in Granite City, Illinois. He entered West Point in 1935 and graduated in 1939 as an Engineer officer. After serving in Panama, he returned to the U.S. in mid-1942 and, in 1943, attended a short wartime course at the Command and General Staff College.\(^8^9\)

During World War II, he commanded the 48th Engineer Battalion in North Africa and Italy. His combat experience ended in January 1944, when he returned to the U.S. because of severe wounds. After his wounds healed, he worked in the War Planning Office under Marshall, where he served for the remainder of the war.\(^9^0\)

Seen by many as the quintessential soldier-scholar, he attended Princeton University between 1947 and 1950 in-lieu of the Army War College. He earned an M.S. in Engineering in 1949 and then an M.A. and Ph.D. in International Affairs in 1950. Following his time at Princeton, he served as Staff Secretary and Defense Liaison Officer to President Eisenhower. Later he advised the administrations of Presidents Johnson, Nixon, and Carter. He commanded the San Francisco District of the Corps of Engineers and the Eighth Infantry Division in Germany.

In 1966, he became the Director of the Joint Staff and then in 1967 became Commandant of the National War College. President Lyndon B. Johnson described him as one of the ablest officers he knew and used him to maintain liaison with former President Eisenhower. At Johnson’s direction, Goodpaster
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regularly briefed Eisenhower on the course of the war and carried back to Johnson the former President’s personal advice and recommendations.91

In 1969, Goodpaster became Commander-in-Chief of USEUCOM and SACEUR. He was an almost ideal choice for the post of SACEUR. He was in a sense coming home, having served in NATO in its earliest days under Eisenhower and Gruenther. In addition, he had been very close to Eisenhower during his presidency, serving as staff secretary in the White House. That association was not lost on the Europeans, who retained their wartime regard for Eisenhower and their appreciation of his contribution to the establishment and early development of SHAPE.92

As SACEUR, Goodpaster received extremely high marks from the governments he served. He made important improvements in obtaining commitments to the Alliance’s military capabilities from its constituent members. He also formulated long-range plans for upgrading infrastructure in critical areas and forcefully reminded members of the Alliance of the central importance of solidarity in the face of the numerous temptations to disintegration. He had served during a time of exceptional turbulence, both internationally and in the U.S., and his steadiness and strategist’s outlook had served him and the Alliance well.93

After retiring in 1974, he served as senior fellow at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars and taught at The Citadel. He returned to active duty as superintendent of the U.S. Military Academy after a notorious cheating scandal in 1976, but retired again in 1981. Goodpaster was widely perceived as an honest broker, a man to be trusted, and one who was fair and discreet. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger described him as a man of vast experience, great honor, and considerable ability. A tireless worker, Goodpaster was utterly devoted to the Army he served for so many years.94
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General Alexander M. Haig, Jr.

Alexander Meigs Haig, Jr. was born on December 2, 1924, in Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania. He attended Saint Joseph's Preparatory School in North Philadelphia and then University of Notre Dame for two years, before transferring to West Point, where he graduated in 1947. Haig later earned a Master of Business Administration degree from Columbia Business School in 1955 and a Master of Arts degree in International Relations from Georgetown University in 1961.

As a young officer, Haig served on the staff of MacArthur in Japan. In the early days of the Korean War, Haig was responsible for maintaining MacArthur’s situation map and briefing MacArthur each evening on the day’s events. Haig later served with the X Corps, as aide to the controversial General Almond. Haig participated in four Korean War campaigns, including the Battle of Inchon, the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, and the evacuation of Hŭngnam as Almond’s aide.

Haig served as a staff officer in the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations in the Pentagon, and then as the Military Assistant to Secretary of the Army Stephen Ailes. He then served as the Military Assistant to Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, continuing in that service until the end of 1965. In 1966, Haig took command of a battalion in the 1st Infantry Division in Vietnam. At the end of his tour, Haig returned to the U.S. to become the Regimental Tactical Officer for the Corps of Cadets at West Point.

In 1969, he became the Military Assistant to the Presidential Assistant for National Security Affairs, Henry Kissinger, a position he retained until 1970 when President Richard Nixon promoted Haig to Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs. In this position, Haig helped South Vietnamese President Thieu negotiate the final cease-fire talks in 1972. Haig continued in this position
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until 1973, when he became the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, a post he held until the last few months of President Nixon’s tenure, during which he served as White House Chief of Staff.\textsuperscript{100}

Haig served as White House Chief of Staff during the height of the Watergate affair from May 1973 until September 1974. Credited with keeping the government running while President Nixon was preoccupied with Watergate, Haig essentially ran the executive branch in Nixon’s last months.\textsuperscript{101} Haig also played an instrumental role in finally persuading Nixon to resign. In his 2001 book \textit{Shadow}, author Bob Woodward describes Haig’s role as the point man between Nixon and Ford during the final days of Watergate. According to Woodward, Haig played a major behind-the-scenes role in the delicate negotiations of the transfer of power from President Nixon to President Ford.\textsuperscript{102} Haig remained White House Chief of Staff during the early days of the Ford Administration until Donald Rumsfeld replaced him in September 1974.\textsuperscript{103}

From 1974 to 1979, Haig served as SACEUR and Commander-in-Chief of USEUCOM. Haig realized the challenges he faced as a new SACEUR and devoted his first six months in command to inspecting every aspect of NATO. His intent was to show his face and prove that he was committed to the Alliance. He visited the forces of every NATO member nation and met with the leaders of those nations.\textsuperscript{104} Haig discovered rather quickly that European leaders were concerned because of the Nixon policy of détente with the Soviet Union. European leaders were also concerned about structure, cost, and effectiveness of the Alliance because of the great pressure on their defense budgets. Ultimately, Europeans wanted to know whether the U.S., demoralized by Watergate and gripped by an antimilitary
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mood in reaction to the Vietnam War, would still defend Europe as if it were its own territory in case of a Soviet attack.\textsuperscript{105}

Haig’s greatest problem was the overall status of NATO forces. Détente had essentially lulled U.S. and NATO forces in Europe to sleep and this made for a terrible security situation. To remedy the situation Haig embarked upon the ambitious plan of transporting ten divisions across the Atlantic in ten days. This concept became REFORGER, or the return of forces to Germany. Initially scoffed at and deemed impossible, Haig’s perseverance and support from politicians and peers proved critics wrong, and REFORGER succeeded in every way imaginable. REFORGER revolutionized the methods of transporting forces and materiel; it also flooded U.S. soldiers into Germany once a year for large-scale exercises in which every national armed force had a role to play as an indispensable part of the whole.\textsuperscript{106}

By the time of his departure, Haig had won widespread respect throughout NATO. This was evident by an assassination attempt on June 25, 1979, in Mons, Belgium. A land mine blew up under the bridge on which Haig’s car was traveling, narrowly missing his car and wounding three of his bodyguards in a following car.\textsuperscript{107}

Haig retired as a four-star general from the Army in 1979. In 1981, he became the second of three career military officers to become Secretary of State, George C. Marshall and Colin Powell were the others.\textsuperscript{108} Haig, who repeatedly had difficulty with various members of the Reagan administration, decided to resign his post on June 25, 1982, after only eighteen months in office.

**General Bernard W. Rogers**

Bernard William Rogers was born in 1921 in Fairview, Kansas. After attending Kansas State College for a year, he received an appointment to West Point, where he was a track star and eventually the First Captain of the Corps of Cadets. Upon graduation in 1943, he commissioned as an infantry officer
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and served as a platoon leader in the 70th Infantry Division until his reassignment to West Point in 1944. General Maxwell Taylor was the superintendent at West Point and asked his staff who was “the brightest and most promising”\footnote{American National Biography (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1999), 355.} of the young officers stationed there. Informed that it was Bernard Rogers he immediately appointed him as his aide-de-camp. Rogers served as aide-de-camp at West Point for two years before General Mark Clark met him and brought him back to Europe to serve as his aide-de-camp in Austria. In 1947, Rogers went to England to study politics, economics, and philosophy at Oxford University on a Rhodes scholarship, where he gained an additional B.A. in politics as well as a M.A. in economics.\footnote{Ibid.}

In 1952, Rogers served in Korea as the commanding officer of an infantry battalion. Then in 1953–1954, he was the executive officer to the commander in chief of the Far East Command, who was his old boss, General Clark. He attended the Command and General Staff College in 1954–1955 and then served on the Department of the Army staff as executive officer to the Chief of Staff of the Army, another old boss, General Taylor. He then attended the War College from 1959–1960. Upon graduation, he moved to West Germany and assumed command of the first battle group of the nineteenth infantry division, followed by duties as chief of staff of the twenty-fourth infantry division.\footnote{Ibid., 356.}

From 1962 to 1966, he again served in the Pentagon as executive officer to his old boss, General Taylor, who was now the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In 1966–1967, he saw combat duty in Vietnam as the assistant division commander of the first infantry division. In late 1967, he assumed duties as the commandant of cadets at West Point until 1969 when he assumed command of the fifth infantry division.\footnote{Ibid.}

Following division command, he returned to the Pentagon as chief of legislative affairs in the office of the Secretary of the Army. During his tenure as the chief of legislative affairs, he earned the
respect of key members of the House and Senate Armed Services Committees. He then served as deputy chief of staff for personnel for the Army and converted the U.S. Army into an all-volunteer force. In 1974, President Nixon promoted him to full general and appointed him as commanding general of FORSCOM.113

In July 1976, President Ford appointed Rogers to succeed the retiring General Frederick Weyand as Chief of Staff of the Army. As the Chief, Rogers focused much of his attention on repairing the army after its years in Vietnam by focusing on training, equipment, and discipline. He initiated many reforms and worked hard to eliminate discrimination throughout the force. In June 1979, he warned that the U.S. would lag behind the Soviet Union in strategic nuclear capability until new missile technology became available and that the U.S. had lost the level of strategic ability to ensure essential equivalence. Roger’s forthrightness regarding contentious issues, specifically the ongoing nuclear debate, earned him the trust of the President.114

President Carter appointed Rogers to the position of SACEUR in late June 1979 because unlike his predecessor General Haig, an outspoken critic of American politics involving NATO, the President viewed him as apolitical and noncontroversial. As SACEUR, Rogers worked tirelessly to overcome the perceived lag in NATO’s defenses; he called for modernization of its tactical nuclear forces, including the deployment of new intermediate range ballistic Pershing missiles.115

Rogers devoted much of his efforts to implementing the strategy of flexible response, which had prevailed since the abandonment of the massive retaliation strategy of the 1960s. Rogers argued that the possession of adequate forces was not enough and that maintaining flexibility in their planned employment in order to foster uncertainty in the mind of potential aggressors was essential. Rogers retired in late 1987 after an unprecedented eight years as SACEUR. Rogers, who spent 44 years in uniform, had an unusual combination of talents as a combat commander, intellectual, and diplomat. While addressing a
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NATO conference in 1979 he said, “One cannot help but to be impressed — perhaps depressed is the better word — by the folly, futility and waste of war as a means of resolving man’s problems.”

**Case Study Results**

Before analyzing the preceding case studies, it was necessary to organize and highlight the elements of their careers that prepared them for service as SACEUR. Table 1 highlights the details associated with their education, Table 2 presents their developmental assignments, Table 3 presents their executive level assignments, and Table 4 provides perspective on how personal relationships influenced their careers.

Education, both military and civilian, was the first theme common to all of the case studies. Table 1 shows when the officers attended the Command and General Staff and War Colleges, if they had a civilian postgraduate degree, and which officer professional development environment they benefited from. The striking conclusion from this table is the clear difference between the officers that attended their professional military education before and after World War II.

The officers that attended the Command and General Staff and War Colleges before the war, had no civilian postgraduate education and those that attended after the war had at least one postgraduate degree each. The reason for the change came from the results of the Gerow, Eddy, and Williams Boards. The Gerow Board specifically recommended a focused increase in attendance at civilian educational institutions. The board found that there were only a handful of officers attending civilian institutions and that by increasing attendance at civilian institutions the relationship and linkages to the U.S. civilian society would remain strong. The Williams Board also recommended significant changes to the Army’s advanced civilian schooling programs by reemphasizing the need for advanced civil schooling to supplement and complement the professional education already available in the Army’s system.
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The other significant trend from Table 1 was the amount of time that elapsed between an
officer’s attendance at the Command and General Staff and War Colleges. Before the war, the average
time between courses was three years, but after the war, this increased to six years. The reason for the
change again came from the results of the post war boards. Implicit to the guidance presented by the
boards was the requirement to balance officer development between educational and practical
experiences. To achieve this balance, the Army increased the time between when an officer would attend
the two schools. The other more practical reason that officers attended the two schools back to back
before the war centers on the fact that during the inter-war period, the officer corps was small and
promotions were slow, and ultimately, the Army did not see the need to send many officers to school until
another pre war build up began.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SACEUR</th>
<th>CGSC</th>
<th>WAR COLLEGE</th>
<th>PhD OR MASTERS DEGREE</th>
<th>OFFICER EDUCATION MODEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EISENHOWER</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pre World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGWAY</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pre World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRUENTHER</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pre World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMNITZER</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pre World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODPASTER</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>*1947–1950</td>
<td>M.S. Engineering (Princeton)</td>
<td>Pre WW II (CGSC) &amp; Post WW II (War College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PhD International Affairs (Princeton)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIG</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>MBA (Columbia)</td>
<td>Post World War II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M.A. International Relations (Georgetown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>M.A. Economics (Oxford)</td>
<td>Post World War II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Goodpaster did not actually attend the full CGSC course, but only a short 3 month war course; also, he did
not attend a military institution for War College, rather he attended Princeton University for three years and
amassed another B.A., as well as a M.S., M.A., and PhD

The developmental assignments that each officer experienced, specifically concerning their
service as an instructor, as personal staff to a general, or overseas, were the next components needed to
help answer the monograph’s research question. Table 2 organizes the repetitive data from the case studies and highlights the similarities between the studied officers.

### Table 2: Developmental Assignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SACEUR</th>
<th>Assignment as an Instructor/Trainer/Academic</th>
<th>Assignment on a General’s Personal Staff</th>
<th>Overseas Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EISENHOWER</td>
<td>Spent his first 9 years in the Army training soldiers, Selected to establish and train soldiers for service in the new Tank Corps (WWI)</td>
<td>Assistant to General Pershing, XO to the Asst. Secretary of War, Advisor to the President of the Philippines</td>
<td>Philippines, WWII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGWAY</td>
<td>Spanish Instructor at West Point for several years</td>
<td>Aide-de-Camp</td>
<td>China, Nicaragua, Philippines, WWII, Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRUENTHER</td>
<td>Instructor at West Point &amp; Fort Knox (18 years total teaching)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>WWII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMNITZER</td>
<td>Instructor at West Point &amp; Coastal Artillery School (20 years total teaching)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Philippines (x2), WWII, Korea, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODPASTER</td>
<td>Spent 4 years studying at Princeton</td>
<td>Presidential Advisor (x3)</td>
<td>Panama, WWII, Germany, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIG</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Aide-de-Camp (x2), MA to Secretary of the Army, MA to the SECDEF, Presidential Advisor (x2)</td>
<td>Japan, Korea, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
<td>Instructor at West Point, Spent 4 years studying at Oxford</td>
<td>Aide-de-Camp (x2), XO to the Chief of Staff of the Army</td>
<td>Austria, England, Korea, Germany, Vietnam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concerning service overseas, the trend was that they all served multiple tours in myriad locations. The awareness gained from working with different nations and cultures, many times throughout their careers, provided the skills to understand the dynamics of culture, and be less puzzled, irritated, and anxious when dealing with the unfamiliar and seemingly irrational behavior of the foreign people and organizations they encountered.118 These skills proved useful throughout their careers, but proved most useful during their tenures as SACEUR.

---

Equally important was their service on the personal staffs of senior ranking civilian and military leaders. These assignments placed the studied officers in important positions, but with little or no authority and always burdened with tremendous responsibilities. Additionally, these assignments developed the officers to internalize a culture of consistent smart appearance, courtesy, and tact. For example, General Haig’s experiences are not unique, but rather representative of the careers of all of the officers studied. During his career, he was Aide-de-Camp to General MacArthur, Military Assistant to the Secretary of the Army, Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense, President Nixon’s Assistant for National Security, and White House Chief of Staff. All of these assignments prepared him for future assignments at the executive level and contributed to his overall development as a leader of multinational forces.

The most interesting element of Table 2 is the column concerning the assignments as instructors, trainers, and academics. These assignments provided an appreciation for the amplifying power of critical and creative thinking, as well as the need for competing perspectives, problem solving and oral presentation techniques, and the need to communicate through writing. All of the officers gained these skills during their careers; however, the manner in which they obtained the skills differs significantly. Table 1 highlights that the pre World War II educated officers did not possess a civilian postgraduate degree, and that the opposite was the case for the officers educated after the war. When considered together, the data from Table 1 concerning civilian postgraduate degrees and the data from Table 2 concerning assignments as instructors, trainers, and academics, highlights the fact that the officers learned the aforementioned skills from one of two ways. The officers educated before the war learned through their experiences as instructors, trainers, and academics; whereas the officers educated after the war learned the same skills through their formalized civilian postgraduate school experiences.

The Gerow, Eddy, and Williams Boards recognized this difference and formalized it by adding the requirement for civilian postgraduate education to the officer professional development model. The other more pragmatic reason for adding civilian postgraduate education to the officer professional development model centered on the significant changes made to officer career timelines. This difference
changed the environment in such a manner that it was no longer possible for the Army to only rely on an officer's experiences during his or her formative years for the development of their cognitive abilities. Therefore, the Army institutionalized graduate school in an effort to excel the cognitive development of its officers. Regardless of the manner in which officers developed, the requirement always existed for officers to develop their cognitive abilities in order to handle the demands of leading multinational forces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3: EXECUTIVE LEVEL ASSIGNMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SACEUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EISENHOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRUENTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMNITZER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODPASTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the manifestation of Tables 1 and 2 by highlighting the executive level jobs held by the various officers before and after their tenures as SACEUR. Critical to the table is the identification that there were really only a few different jobs held by the various officers. This is remarkable because it highlights how education and broadening assignments produced a cohort capable of serving with and leading multinational forces, as well as advising senior political leaders around the world, regardless of their disparate backgrounds. This table also highlights that following their tours as SACEUR, with the exception of one officer that retired, went on to serve in positions of increased responsibility and complexity.

The relationships between Eisenhower and his predecessors played a crucial role in providing NATO with its senior military leader for almost forty years, 1951 to 1987. Eisenhower sponsored and
ensured that the right officers, in his perspective, filled the developmental positions required to produce the greatest opportunity for development as a senior leader that understood how to work with multinational partners. Of the eight officers studied, all had personal relationships with Eisenhower, or one of his trusted Lieutenants. Table 4 depicts these relationships, but it also highlights the effects of mentors. The case studies provided perspective on the concept of mentorship because when considered individually there is no context for understanding why it is important, except for that it is. However, when considered across a cohort, and as an integral part of their development, it is obvious that having a mentor, or series of mentors, is not only good for a career, but also required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SACEUR</th>
<th>MENTOR(S)</th>
<th>WORKED UNDER EISENHOWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EISENHOWER</td>
<td>Fox Connor, Pershing, MacArthur, Marshall</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGWAY</td>
<td>Marshall, McCoy, MacArthur</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRUENTHER</td>
<td>Eisenhower, Clark</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEMNITZER</td>
<td>Eisenhower</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODPASTER</td>
<td>Marshall, Eisenhower</td>
<td>YES, but primarily under Marshall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAIG</td>
<td>MacArthur</td>
<td>NO, but under MacArthur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGERS</td>
<td>Clark</td>
<td>YES, but primarily under Clark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ridgway is a perfect example; he served under Generals Marshall and McCoy as a young captain, who both utilized him for important billets later on in their careers. Marshall even placed Ridgway in command of the 82nd Airborne Division ahead of many other qualified officers because of their personal relationship. Ridgway also had an assignment in the Philippines under MacArthur, which proved useful during the Korean War when Ridgway gained full control of the Eighth Army, something that his predecessor did not have. The Ridgway example is not an anomaly; instead, it is representative of all the careers studied.
Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

U.S. officers must continue to serve in multinational organizations so that they are prepared for an unknown future; however, with personnel cuts looming, how well the U.S. will fill its NATO billets in support of this requirement is questionable. As discussed in the introduction this problem is important because a constrained future will cause nations to seek out partnerships and avoid unilateral action.

This monograph addressed these challenges by examining what elements of a career prepare an officer for service as SACEUR. The purpose of this approach was to develop the evidence required to answer this question and reinforce the thesis that an officer professional development model that emphasizes postgraduate education and broadening assignments best prepares officers for service in multinational organizations.

Examining the history of officer professional development and identifying the different education models and political environments that shaped officer development provided understanding as to why officers have differed over time. This information added to the analysis of the officers studied by identifying the reasons for the educational and developmental assignments they experienced.

The results of the case studies not only provided the data needed to support the monograph’s thesis, but also identified other variables not accounted for in the thesis statement. These variables were important because they highlighted the fact that postgraduate education and broadening assignments are attainable in a variety of ways, but also that they are not the only components essential to an officer’s career.

The officers that attended the Command and General Staff and War Colleges before World War II did not possess civilian postgraduate education; however, these officers still rose to the highest military rank and position. Additionally, the officers that attended the same schools after World War II and after the effects of the official boards achieved the same accomplishments. There are two logical conclusions that emerge from this data. The first is that civilian postgraduate education is not that relevant concerning
an officer’s development for service in a multinational organization. Conversely, that the officers that
served after the war had better preparation for the challenges of multinational service because they
attended a civilian postgraduate program. Both of these logics are flawed however because they do not
take into account the details displayed in Table 2. Specific to the development of the officers that attended
the Command and General Staff and War Colleges before World War II was the fact that they did not
attend school or gain promotion to major until close to their twentieth year of service. The significance of
the pre-war era officers is that they gained considerable civilian postgraduate educations during their
formative years, just not through the formalized process used today. The case studies highlight that the
pre-war era officers all spent their early years instructing, teaching, and training, soldiers and officers at
West Point or other military education facilities, and all had mentors that exposed them to subjects that
differed from their engineering backgrounds. Ultimately, the time spent in institutional organizations,
under the mentorship of enlightened superiors, provided a postgraduate education, maybe not recognized
with a certificate, but nonetheless developmental in that it expanded their understanding of a broad array
of subjects and forced them to think critically about abstract ideas. The lessons learned from their early
career experiences proved to be as useful to their future careers as multinational leaders, as the lessons
learned by the officers that came after them that did attend formal postgraduate education programs. This
synthesis proves that postgraduate education can manifest itself in a variety of ways and that formal
degree producing programs are not the only way an officer can expand their intellectual capacity.

The second conclusion drawn from the case studies is the synthesis of Tables 2, 3, and 4. When
considered collectively, the data shows that the officers gained the needed assignment experiences not
from a specific professional development model, but largely through the efforts of senior ranking patrons.
This conclusion is important because it confirms that repetitive broadening assignments are essential and
that senior leaders have always known this, but is also identifies that unless an officer has a mentor that
can ensure this type of career, then the chances of upward mobility are limited. This theory must not go
unacknowledged because as shown by the case studies, they all gained favorable positions throughout
their careers because of their reputation and relationships and not because of their seniority or past
performance. The fact that Eisenhower jumped ahead of 285 other officers to become the commander in Europe because of his relationship with Marshall is a perfect example of this phenomenon.

Ultimately, the case studies prove that postgraduate education and broadening assignments are critical to the development of a military officer, and that both the pre and post-war officer education environments produced favorable results. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that dictating a specific officer professional development model, although useful for a number of reasons, does not ensure that the officers going through it will develop to the level of an Eisenhower or Rogers. Instead, the Army must consider historical studies such as this monograph and acknowledge that the development of an officer for service in multinational organizations is conditions based.

The prescription of a regimented officer progression timeline, such as we see today, does not establish an environment that cultivates officers to become the next Eisenhower because the Army does not currently emphasis the importance of postgraduate education and broadening assignments. This is because the Army currently values operational experiences at the tactical level because of the high demand for commanders and staffs capable of continuing the war efforts. That said, with operations in Iraq completed and operations in Afghanistan winding down, the Army must consider officer professional development in the next inter-war period by reviewing historical examples, drawing from recent experiences, and instituting a holistic model that best prepares officers for an uncertain future.

**Recommendations**

As the Army downsizes and reorients on future security challenges, it must explore new methods for educating, training, and developing officers. Most importantly, the Army must develop competent, intelligent, and visionary leaders for future service with multinational partners.119

The Army is attacking this recommendation ruthlessly and in 2010, The United States Army Learning Concept 2015 (ALC 2015) emerged with the purpose of describing a learning model to meet the

---

Army’s need to develop adaptive, thinking soldiers and leaders.\textsuperscript{120} The objective of ALC 2015 was the creation of a learning continuum that blurred the lines between the operating and generating forces by more closely integrating self-development, institutional instruction, and operational experience.\textsuperscript{121} ALC 2015 states that the learning process should begin upon entering the Army and should not end until departing the service.\textsuperscript{122}

To accomplish the goals established by ALC 2015, the Army must broaden its understanding of what a holistic learning model entails by considering more than the Iraq and Afghanistan. It must capture the lessons learned in those campaigns and integrate them accordingly, but it must also look to the past and to the anticipated future. The Army must consider the hard questions like, what other regions of the world does the Army anticipate conducting operating in? In addition, how will the Army operate in those theaters? Moreover, whom will the Army collaborate with during future operations? Answering questions like these will enable the Army to understand the global security environment more completely as well as the requirements it will take to operate within it. Lastly, the Army must analyze the current officer professional development model, with these recommendations under consideration, and incorporate policies that ensure that officers gain the development needed to function as part of multinational organizations.

A subjective prediction of the next war should not drive the way we train officers. Instead, and in support of ALC 2015, the Army must consider revising the current officer professional development system to consider the lessons learned from recent operations and historic periods or relevance, and integrate them into the contemporary officer professional development model. Lastly, to ensure that the Army’s future leadership is best prepared to serve with and lead multinational forces, it must make certain that officer professional development focuses on postgraduate education and broadening assignments.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{121} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{122} Ibid.
\end{flushleft}
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